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She wants her freedom...Clara Whitney is desperate to leave
London and return to her native Virginia. She'll do anything,
even if it means striking a deal with the most notorious earl in
England, to get what she wants. How could she anticipate
just how much his melting kisses and knowing hands would
tempt her?He wants her...The Earl of Ravenscroft is infamous
for his prowess in the bedchamber and for earning his living
by entertaining bored society widows and wives. When the
innocent and lovely Miss Whitney seeks him out with the
daring proposition of a marriage in name only in return for a
generous share of her dowry, Julian accepts. After the vows,
however, he isn't ready to part with his prickly Southern belle.
At least not without taking her to bed.A restless rake no
more...Julian knows the game of seduction all too well, but
this time, the rules are different, and he just may lose the one
thing he thought he no longer had to give. His heart.
The Bible has a way of shocking us. If Americans could still
blush, we might blush at the words, "Rejoice in the wife of
your youth, a lovely deer, a graceful doe. Let her breasts fill
you at all times with delight; be intoxicated always in her love"
(Proverbs 5:18-19). But, of course, sin always tries to trash
God's gifts. So we can't just celebrate sex for what God made
it to be; we have to fight what sin turned it into. The
contributors to this unique volume encourage you to do both:
celebrate and struggle. This book has something for all-men
and women, married and single-from contributors like John
Piper, C. J. and Carolyn Mahaney, Mark Dever, Al Mohler,
Carolyn McCulley, and others.
It is the year 1152, and a beautiful woman rides through
France, fleeing her crown, her two young daughters and a
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shattered marriage. Her husband, Louis of France has been
more monk than monarch, and certainly not a lover. Now
Eleanor of Aquitaine has one sole purpose: to return to her
duchy and marry the man she loves, Henry Plantagenet,
destined for greatness as King of England. It will be a union
founded on lust, renowned as one of the most vicious
marriages in history, and it will go on to forge a great empire
and a devilish brood. This is a story of the making of nations,
and of passionate conflicts: between Henry II and Thomas
Becket; between Eleanor and Henry's formidable mother
Matilda; between father and sons, as Henry's children take up
arms against him - and finally between Henry and Eleanor
herself.
Love has designs of its own.… To all of London society, Lord
and Lady Tremaine had the ideal arrangement: a marriage
based on civility, courteousness, and freedom—by all
accounts, a perfect marriage. The reason? For the last ten
years, husband and wife have resided on separate
continents. But once upon a time, things were quite different
for the Tremaines….When Gigi Rowland first laid eyes on
Camden Saybrook, the attraction was immediate and
overwhelming. But what began in a spark of passion ended in
betrayal the morning after their wedding—and now Gigi wants
to be free to marry again. When Camden returns from
America with an outrageous demand in exchange for her
freedom, Gigi’s decision will have consequences she never
imagined, as secrets are exposed, desire is rekindled—and
one of London’s most admired couples must either fall in
love all over again…or let each other go forever.
A lost loveSeven years ago, the Marquis of Thornton broke
Cleo's heart, and she hasn't forgotten or forgiven him. But
when she finds him standing before her at a country house
party, as handsome as ever, old temptations prove difficult to
resist. One stolen kiss is all it takes.A proper
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gentlemanThornton buried his past and his feelings for Cleo
long ago. He's worked diligently to become a respected
politician with a reputation above reproach. The only trouble
in his otherwise perfect life is that he can't resist the
maddening beauty he never stopped wanting, no matter how
devastating the cost.A mad passionCleo is hopelessly
trapped in a loveless marriage, and Thornton is on the cusp
of making an advantageous match to further his political
ambitions. The more time they spend in each other's arms,
the more they court scandal and ruin. Theirs is a love that
was never meant to be. Or is it?
Rescued by ruinAmerican heiress Daisy Vanreid is desperate
to avoid marriage to the aging aristocrat her abusive father
chose for her. She'll do anything, even entrap the notorious
Duke of Trent into marriage, to escape her fate. Losing her
heart to her handsome husband after the wedding isn't part of
the plan.Nothing is as it seemsAn elite spy, Sebastian, the
Duke of Trent, is on a mission to unravel bomb plots in
England's cities. Forced to wed Daisy as part of his cover, he
has no intention of falling in love with a woman suspected of
treason. But he's drawn to the feisty beauty he married, and
he can't deny the way she makes him feel, even though he
knows she could be the enemy he seeks.Duty versus loveAs
danger strikes, Sebastian must choose between Daisy and
his loyalty to the Crown. And when Daisy discovers the truth
at last, will she ever forgive him?
Devotion turns deadly in this second Gothic thriller from Printz
Honor–winner Kenneth Oppel that is “every bit as thrilling and
engaging” (VOYA) as This Dark Endeavor. When does
obsession become madness? Tragedy has forced sixteenyear-old Victor Frankenstein to swear off alchemy forever. He
burns the Dark Library. He vows he will never dabble in the
dark sciences again—just as he vows he will no longer covet
Elizabeth, his brother’s betrothed. If only these things were
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not so tempting. When he and Elizabeth discover a portal into
the spirit world, they cannot resist. Together with Victor’s
twin, Konrad, and their friend Henry, the four venture into a
place of infinite possibilities where power and passion reign.
But as they search for the knowledge to raise the dead, they
unknowingly unlock a darkness from which they may never
return.
Not the average ladyLady Helen Harrington is a spinster by
choice. She hasn't any desire to entangle herself in romantic
nonsense. Instead, she prefers to spend her time
championing the causes nearest to her heart through writing
articles for the London Beacon. When a ruthless American
tycoon suddenly buys the struggling paper with plans to turn it
into a business journal, Lady Helen isn't about to stand idly by
or put down her pen. Even if the ruthless tycoon in question
happens to be the most maddeningly handsome man she's
ever met in her life.Not the average manLevi Storm built his
empire the hard way, spending years working his way out of
the slums where he grew up. He won't allow a spoiled
aristocrat like Lady Helen to interfere with his plans to further
his brand with the newspaper he's just acquired. It doesn't
matter how lovely she is or how persuasive her arguments or
how perfectly she fits in his arms.One sweet scandalWhen
scandal looms and Helen discovers a shocking secret about
Levi, she does what she must to protect herself. But Levi isn't
the sort of man who admits defeat, and he's not ready to give
up on the plucky Lady Helen, especially when he discovers
that she has secrets of her own...
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award,
Alice Walker's iconic modern classic, now in a beautiful 40th
anniversary Penguin Vitae edition with a foreword by Kiese
Laymon A Penguin Classic Hardcover A powerful cultural
touchstone of modern American literature, The Color Purple
depicts the lives of African American women in early twentiethPage 4/20
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century rural Georgia. Separated as girls, sisters Celie and
Nettie sustain their loyalty to and hope in each other across
time, distance and silence. Through a series of letters
spanning twenty years, first from Celie to God, then the
sisters to each other despite the unknown, the novel draws
readers into its rich and memorable portrayals of Celie,
Nettie, Shug Avery and Sofia and their experience. The Color
Purple broke the silence around domestic and sexual abuse,
narrating the lives of women through their pain and struggle,
companionship and growth, resilience and bravery. Deeply
compassionate and beautifully imagined, Alice Walker's epic
carries readers on a spirit-affirming journey toward
redemption and love.
You are cordially invited to the country house party of the
summer... Five years ago, six exceptional ladies graduated
from Twittingham Academy and successfully nabbed
themselves the most sought-after matrimonial prizes in
London. Actually, they didn't. Not one of them. But the
Countess of Fangfoss, formerly known as Miss Julia
Twittingham, has a plan to see each of her past charges
happily wed after all. Welcome to Second Chance Manor.
Lady Clementine Hammond has earned her reputation as
society's most notorious matchmaker by catching couples in
compromising positions. She's perfectly happy remaining
unwed herself. One small misstep at a country house party,
however, leaves her with no choice but to become engaged
to the most odious rogue she has ever met. Also, the most
handsome. After losing the woman he loved to a romantic
rival, the Marquess of Dorset has devoted himself to
cultivating his reputation as a rakehell of the first order. When
the unlikeable Lady Clementine quite literally gets a bee up
her skirts, he reluctantly plays the gallant, only to find himself
having to offer her marriage. Clementine loathes rakes.
Dorset despises prim and proper ladies. Each is desperate to
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escape an unwanted union to the other. They agree to
maintain a pretense for the house party's duration with plans
to discreetly break their engagement when they return to
London. Everything is unfolding according to plan. Until their
temporary betrothal starts to feel far too real and one kiss
leads to another... Steam level: Scorching hot! Don't say you
weren't warned...
She married him for his title...Maggie, Marchioness of
Sandhurst, is trapped in a loveless marriage of convenience.
Her husband refused to consummate their union, and she
hasn't seen him in over a year. But she has a plan to win
back her freedom. All she needs to do is create the scandal
of the century.He married her for her fortune...Simon, the
Marquis of Sandhurst, vowed he'd never touch the wife he
didn't want. When he seeks pleasure in the arms of a masked
siren at a wicked country house party, he's shocked to
discover the woman in question is actually his
marchioness.Will their marriage of convenience become a
love match?As the truth unravels, husband and wife are
estranged no longer, spending their days and nights exploring
the desire burning hot between them. But when Simon's past
comes back to haunt them both, their newfound happiness
could be forever dashed.
Everyone in society knows that the marriage of Lord and
Lady Hammond is an unhappy one. Everyone knows they
have barely spoken to one another in over nine years. But
what no-one in society knows are the reasons why ... Lady
Viola Courtland was a romantic and impulsive young girl
when she fell instantly in love with the handsome and dashing
Viscount Hammond. Unbeknownst to Viola, John Hammond
had already given his heart to the only woman he would ever
love—his cousin's wife—but he was in dire financial straits and
desperately needed to marry a wealthy heiress. In Viola, he
thought he had found the perfect woman—beautiful and rich
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with a sweet nature. But Viola was neither practical nor
sensible when it came to marriage, for she fully expected her
husband to love her and was determined to settle for nothing
less. Soon, however, John's secret was unwittingly revealed,
but by then they were married and it was too late. Until one
day, John finally came to his senses and prayed it wasn't too
late to win back the love of his very own wife.
An untamable hellionLady Boadicea Harrington is a scandal
waiting to happen. She's too outspoken, too opinionated, and
far too much of a flirt to ever land a good match. But that
doesn't concern her. The last of her sisters on the marriage
mart, she isn't about to settle down. In fact, she doesn't plan
to marry at all. If only she could tone down her wild streak and
force herself to behave...A rigidly proper manThe Duke of
Bainbridge is one of the most powerful men in England, so
frigid that it's rumored his own wife committed suicide to
escape him. When Spencer learns his madcap younger
brother is pursuing the unsuitable Lady Boadicea, he's
determined to put an end to their ill-advised flirtation. But his
best intentions go awry when he discovers his own baffling
inability to resist her.Ice meets fireSpencer never meant to so
thoroughly compromise her that he's duty-bound to wed her.
Bo certainly never intended to enjoy being in his arms or to
find him so wickedly tempting. Can her passionate fire prove
enough to melt his icy heart, or are they forever doomed to a
cold marriage of convenience?
Scrolls of Love is a book of unions. Edited by a Christian and
a Jew who are united by a shared passion for the Bible and a
common literary hermeneutic, this volume joins two biblical
scrolls and gathers around them a diverse community of
interpreters. Respectful of traditional biblical scholarship, the
collection of essays moves beyond it; alert to contemporary
trends, the volume returns venerable interpretive tradition to
center stage. Most significantly, it is interfaith, bringing
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together two communities that have read their Bibles in
isolation from one another, in ignorance of the richness of the
others traditions.
The reigning toast of the Season, Lady Evangeline Saltisford
is betrothed to the most eligible bachelor in London and a
scant few weeks from having everything she has ever
wanted. Until danger comes calling, and she is forced to
accept aid from a decidedly unlikely-and infuriatingsource.Devil Winter is the illegitimate offspring of a wealthy
merchant and a prostitute. He detests fancy aristocrats and
has no patience for a cosseted duke's daughter. But he will
do anything for his family, and when his older brother asks
Devil to play bodyguard to Lady Evie, he has no choice but to
accept the loathsome task.Evie wants nothing to do with the
boorish man from the rookeries who favors growls and
glowers to polite manners. She is perfectly happy with her
handsome, aristocratic fiancé. At least, that is what she tells
herself. Until her gruff protector reveals a side she never
imagined existed. A side she finds increasingly difficult to
resist.Devil is determined to eliminate the threat to Evie and
cull her from his life. But being forced to remain by her side
proves not so loathsome a duty after all. And before long,
protecting the stunningly gorgeous duke's daughter is only
the beginning of what Devil wants to do...Length: NovellaHeat
level: Scorching hot
The Marquess of Haven has finally decided to do his duty and
settle upon a bride, preferably before the new year begins.
What better place to find her than a country house party?
There's just one problem. The beautiful widow who once
owned his heart is also in attendance.Surely there's no harm
in indulging in one night of passion with her, just to get her
out of his mind. But Haven is about to discover old habits are
hard to break, especially when the consequences last
forever...Publisher's Note: This story originally appeared in
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the collection Lords, Ladies and Babies. This is a new,
extended version never before published, including an
exclusive sneak peek at the next book in The Wicked Winters
series, releasing in fall of 2020!

After a wild weekend of passion on a business trip,
Claire discovers she's pregnant with her boss's baby. It
wouldn't be such a big deal-if Logan wasn't the world's
most arrogant jerk. She decides to keep the pregnancy a
secret, even if it means losing her job. It doesn't take
long for Logan to realize what's going on and he isn't
happy Claire tried to hide the truth. To make matters
worse, he and Claire can't seem to agree on anything
other than the insane attraction that keeps sparking
between them. One minute they can't stand to be in the
same room and the next, they can't keep their hands to
themselves. Even as their mutual attraction heats up,
both are determined to guard their hearts. Claire can't
make sense of Logan's hot-then-cold personality and
Logan wants more from Claire than she's willing to give.
Just when they begin meeting each other halfway,
outside interference threatens to tear them apart forever.
Book three in my Invitation To ...Regency romance
series...Consummate rake, Lord Richard Craven, has his
heartbroken when the woman he loves is forced into an
arranged marriage to a violent brute. To make matters
worse, circumstances force him to marry Lady Madeline
Knight—a woman he views more like a sister-only for fate
to play the cruelest of tricks. Shortly after his wedding his
former lover is widowed, and Richard learns she could
be pregnant with his child.Madeline Knight thought she
was doing the right thing when she saved Richard
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Craven from his lover's irate husband. Now her silly
schoolgirl crush has left her married to a man who's in
love with another woman. Consumed with guilt over
trapping Richard, she tries her best to be the perfect wife
and win his heart. Failure is not an option. For if she fails
she loses everything, she loves him too much not to set
him free…While Richard and Madeline confront the reality
of their marriage, Madeline’s life comes under threat. A
family enemy is set on revenge. Will Richard learn the
truth of his heart, and what is truly precious to him,
before the unknown enemy destroys their world?
While imprisoned, Wilde wrote this long letter of
recrimination to his lover, Lord Alfred Douglas. It offers
fascinating insights into Wilde's life in prison and the
background and psychology of a notorious affair.
What's the point of falling in love if it only breaks your
heart?I should be flying high. I've graduated from law
school, and I'm ready to start my career. So, why do I
feel like I'm carrying the world on my shoulders instead
of standing on top of it?Oh, right. Him. Bad boy.
Billionaire. Larger-than-life Brandon Sterling. In a few
short months, he became the center of my universe, only
to flip it upside down and inside out, leaving me to make
the biggest decision of my life alone. I don't want to miss
him like I do. I don't want to love him like I do. But I don't
seem to have a choice in the matter.So, the question is,
when he comes back--if he comes back--will he forgive
me for what I've done?
A proper young lady should never attend a
Masque...Aphrodite is no lady. Betrothal to the callous
Lord Blackhall painted a future devoid of love. Upon his
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death, Lady Caroline Wilmont is promised to the younger
brother. Caroline refuses to allow her first taste of desire
to be at the hands of a man who would rather have any
woman but her. This, her last night of freedom, is to be a
memory of lust that she can take with her throughout her
loveless marriage. As Aphrodite, Caroline attends a
masque determined to find a man to initiate her into the
intimacies of erotic love. Taran Robertson, Viscount of
Blackhall, makes no secret that he despises his
obligation to marry the Sassenach heiress chosen for
him by his father. As a last foray before his wedding, he
attends a masque. However, the spirited vixen he meets
and seduces has secrets...secrets that just may reveal
he's to have an improper wife.
Lady Jo Danvers has declared war on her humdrum life.
Armed with a list of ways to be wicked, she will step out
of her role as never-been-kissed wallflower and
experience passion. With the right gentleman, of course.
She just has to find him.Mr. Elijah Decker, the handsome
businessman she cannot stop thinking about, is definitely
no gentleman. And he is decidedly all wrong.
Unfortunately for Jo, she has unwittingly given him her
list.When Decker discovers Jo's list mistakenly tucked
between the pages of a pamphlet for the Lady's Suffrage
Society, he is intrigued. And after she realizes her error
and storms his office demanding he return it, Decker
agrees on one condition: that she accept his aid in
crossing off each scandalous act.What begins as a lark
quickly sizzles into something deeper and unexpected.
But Decker's dark side may tear them apart before Jo's
sinful quest is complete...
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English translation of sixty-three tales from the Grimm's
Kinder- und Hausmärchen, including the classic
Rapunzel, Hansel and Gretel, Little Red Riding Hood,
Tom Thumb, and Rumpelstiltskin.
Fans of Grace Burrowes, Liz Carlyle, Meredith Duran,
Sarah Maclean and Courtney Milan will be enthralled by
the dazzling talent of Sherry Thomas in this emotional
romance in which a kindhearted beauty will do all in her
power to make her arranged marriage a real marriage.
Millicent understands the terms of her arranged marriage
all too well. She becomes a countess by marrying an
impoverished earl, saving his family from bankruptcy with
her vast wealth. Because of her youth, they have agreed
to wait eight years before consummating the marriage.
Then they will beget an heir, after which they will lead
separate lives. It is a most sensible arrangement. Except
for one little thing. Somehow Millie has fallen head over
heels in love with her husband - her husband, who plans
to reunite with his childhood sweetheart, as soon as he
has honoured the pact with his wife... Discover more of
the acclaimed romance by Sherry Thomas in the other
books in her compelling Fitzhugh trilogy, Beguiling the
Beauty and Tempting the Bride, along with the highly
praised The Luckiest Lady In London.

It's been a year since Sophie lost her husband and
daughter in a car wreck but time hasn't healed her
wounds. A desperate choice leads her to Trevor, the
handsome stranger who saves her life and leaves
her wanting more than just a few steamy kisses.
Trevor is content living the fast-paced life of a
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successful NYC entrepreneur. The last kind of
complication he needs is a troubled woman like
Sophie. But he's immediately drawn to her even if his
bachelor instincts scream for him to run. As Sophie
struggles to fight her growing feelings for Trevor,
she's torn between her past and the future.
Somehow, she has to find the strength to finally let
go and move on with a man who is everything she
never thought she wanted.
Don't miss this special addition to the bestselling The
Wicked Winters series, featuring Winter family
favorites and a whole lot of holiday steam!Blade
Winter is a coldhearted assassin with a deadly
reputation. After a costly mistake leaves him
banished to the countryside for a Christmas house
party he has no wish to attend, he is furious. No
amount of merrymaking is going to improve his
mood. Until he crosses paths with a beautiful
brunette he can never have, and suddenly, the
prospect of a yuletide rusticating in Oxfordshire is
not nearly as detestable...Lady Felicity Hughes may
be London's darling, but she is hiding a desperate
secret. No one knows she must wed to save her
family from penury, and she intends to keep it that
way. But before she binds herself in a loveless
marriage of convenience, she wants one night of
passion. Who better to have it with than the wickedly
handsome Mr. Winter?Blade knows better than to
dally with a lady who is forbidden, no matter how
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much she tempts him. Felicity is equally determined
to get what she wants, even if there can be no future
between herself and a dangerous man like Blade.
She has nothing left to lose. Except her
heart.Length: NovellaHeat level: Scorching Hot
The New York Times bestseller that helps you
explore whether romance is in the stars. Linda
Goodman’s Love Signs addresses the question
asked by everyone familiar with astrology: How do I
relate to someone of another sign? Each sign is
“related” to the twelve signs of the zodiac in a
different and unique way. Each section addresses
the differences for a male and a female with the
same sign matches. This is an updated edition of
Linda Goodman’s lively bestseller, which has
introduced millions to the concept of astrological
compatibility. “What seems to set Goodman’s books
apart from other stargazing guides is their
knowledgeable approach and comprehensive
reach.” —Newsweek
Her Lovestruck Lord
Sparkling characterisation, inventive plot - Georgette
Heyer is queen of the genre... Renowned gamester
and the first to admit that he is entirely void of a
romantic disposition, Max Ravenscar regards all
eligible females with indifference and unconcern. But
when he meets the woman his young cousin Adrian
is bent on marrying - the beautiful Deborah
Grantham, mistress of her aunt's gaming house - he
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finds that none of his experience in risk and
gambling has prepared him for such a worthy
opponent.
A staid duke Heath, the Duke of Devonshire, has
been living a passionless life of penance after losing
the woman he loved. Determined to do his duty, he's
in search of an innocent bride with a sterling
reputation. A bride who's nothing at all like Tia, Lady
Stokey. A bold lady The Duke of Devonshire may be
handsome, but he's as boring as a bowl of porridge.
Or so Tia thinks until he carries her to her chamber
and undoes half her buttons while kissing her
senseless. A decadent desire The moment he
scoops the delectable Tia into his arms, Heath wants
her in his bed, and he'll stop at nothing to have her
there. When they unleash the scandal of the century,
they must face consequences that are deeper and
far more dangerous to their hearts than either of
them imagined. Will they find love, or was the
reckless need between them doomed from the start?
Austen, Kaplan contends, participated actively in a
women's culture that promoted female authority and
achievement—a culture that not only helped her
become a novelist but influenced her fiction.
When a woman with brains and beauty from a
wealthy background decides to take her fate into her
own hands and challenge the restrictions of a maleoriented, conservative society, the consequences
can be devastating.Born into one of Pakistan's most
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In this groundbreaking bestseller, Lundy Bancroft—a
counselor who specializes in working with abusive
men—uses his knowledge about how abusers think to
help women recognize when they are being controlled or
devalued, and to find ways to get free of an abusive
relationship. He says he loves you. So...why does he do
that? You’ve asked yourself this question again and
again. Now you have the chance to see inside the minds
of angry and controlling men—and change your life. In
Why Does He Do That? you will learn about: • The early
warning signs of abuse • The nature of abusive thinking
• Myths about abusers • Ten abusive personality types •
The role of drugs and alcohol • What you can fix, and
what you can’t • And how to get out of an abusive
relationship safely “This is without a doubt the most
informative and useful book yet written on the subject of
abusive men. Women who are armed with the insights
found in these pages will be on the road to recovering
control of their lives.”—Jay G. Silverman, Ph.D., Director,
Violence Prevention Programs, Harvard School of Public
Health
Lord Marcus Remington has decided it is time to find a
wife. He didn’t expect her to be in the wreckage of a
carriage in the middle of a spring storm, but rescuing
Miss Josephine Storm challenges his heart and very
character of the man known as the Virtuous Viscount.
But when the injured young woman weighs heavy on the
viscount's mind, convention goes out the window.As
Miss Josephine Storm recovers her physical health, her
heart is in even more danger. When The Black
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Diamond's plot to take over Britain puts Marcus and his
friends in the criminal's cross-hairs, Josie's life is
threatened. Marcus must chance losing her good favor
and risk his virtuous reputation in order to save her life.
Can Josie believe in the man she thought she knew
when the facts say otherwise?
After a traumatic illness robs her of her looks, Rose
Davenport has little expectation of making a good
marriage—until her feckless father, Miles, unexpectedly
brokers a dazzling match for her with the heir to the Earl
of Stanhope. Unfortunately, the marriage doesn’t live up
to her hopes. Instead of the kindly bridegroom she’s
expecting, Rose gets a sullen young husband who can
barely stand to look at her. Gil Truman is in love with the
beautiful Tilly when his father informs him that he must
instead marry plain, sickly Rose. Forced to agree to the
marriage to recover the family fortune his father lost to
Miles Davenport in a game of cards, Gil is bitter and
heartbroken. Their wretched wedding trip ends with him
abandoning Rose at his remote Northumbrian estate,
intending never to return. After five years of exile, Rose
loses patience and travels to London to make a bid at
seducing her errant, faithless husband. But their first
encounter at a masked ball changes everything. When
Rose learns the secret truth of how Gil was blackmailed
into their marriage, her appetite for revenge dissolves.
It’s too late to turn back, though. Their night of passion
has had consequences that force Rose to confront Gil
again. Gil’s discovery that the lovely, masked stranger
he fell for is none other than his own wife, leaves him
feeling sick and betrayed. As for Rose, she has deep
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wounds of her own from years of Gil’s neglect. With
such unpromising beginnings, can Rose and Gil make
any kind of life together? Or are some wrongs too painful
to ever be forgiven?
“A widdow with sectrets. When the dangerous men who
killed her husband in a political assassination threaten
Ara, Duchess of Burghly, the Crown assigns her a
bodyguard. But the man charged with protecting her is
no stranger. He’s Clayton Ludlow, the bastard son of a
duke and the first man she ever loved. Eight years after
he took her innocence and ruthlessly abandoned her,
he’s back in her drawing room and her life. This time,
she’s older, wiser, and stronger. She will resist him at
any cost and make him pay for the past. A spy with a
broken heart. She’s the only woman Clay ever loved
and the one he hates above all others. When Ara brutally
betrayed and deceived him, leaving him with a scarred
face and a bitter heart, he devoted himself to earning his
reputation as one of the Crown’s most feared agents.
He wants nothing more than to finish his assignment so
that he can remove all traces of her from his life forever.
But walking away from her for good won’t be as easy as
he thinks. As secrets are revealed and danger threatens
Ara, Clay discovers that the truth is far more complicated
than deceit. Once she’s back in his arms where she
belongs, he’ll wage the biggest fight of all to keep her
there.” -- back cover
Never trust a pirate. The dark passions of Marinette La
Croix, captain of the The Bloody Baron, have met their
match in fellow pirate Harry Edge. Harry, her first mate,
is the only member of the crew she has ever allowed into
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her bed--a mistake she doesn't mean to replicate. But
Harry is determined to make her his...
Devereaux Winter is one of the wealthiest men in
England, but he hails from a notorious family. The
Wicked Winters are as reviled as they are renowned. He
is desperate to find a wife of good breeding so he can
begin the Herculean task of seeing his siblings settled.
Fortunately for him, the duke next door's wits are addled.
Even more fortunate? The duke's only daughter is a
beautiful spinster.Lady Emilia King has sworn off love
and vowed to remain unwed. When the brutish Mr.
Winter wins her ailing father's unentailed assets in a
game of chance, she is aghast. Upon hearing his
requirement for forgiving her father's debt, she is
outraged. She has no intention of marrying the villain and
sponsoring his wild sisters in their seasons.But Dev
always gets what he wants, and Lady Emilia is about to
discover what he wants more than anything is her. Far
more astonishing, she just may want him too...Wicked in
Winter is the first in a new steamy Regency series about
the Wicked Winter family!Length: NovellaHeat Level:
Scorching Hot
The twisted and intriguing storytelling that you loved in
Consequences and Infidelity continues with the epic
conclusion of the all-new alpha anti-hero in the dark
romance series Web of Sin, by New York Times
bestselling author Aleatha Romig. Have you been
Aleatha’d? The dramatic conclusion to the Web of Sin
trilogy is here. Araneae McCrie has lived her entire life
without knowing the truth. Deceived by so many, is
Sterling Sparrow able to keep his promise? Even if he
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does, will it be too much? What promises should be kept
and which ones should be left in the dark? Promises is
book three—Sterling and Araneae’s epic conclusion—of
the acclaimed Web of Sin trilogy that began with Secrets
and continued with Lies. The Web of Sin trilogy is books
1 - 3 of the Sparrow Webs. Keywords: billionaire
romance, dark romance, anti-hero, trilogy, series,
kidnapping, arranged marriage, conclusion, final
installment, strong heroine, mafia, organized crime.
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